
Your Strongest Partner in 
Expansion Control Systems

Wabo® QuakeWall
High Performance Seismic Wall Panel 

Seismic wall expansion joint system expertly 
engineered to handle extreme conditions



What is Wabo® QuakeWall? 
Wabo® QuakeWall (patent pending) is a high performance exterior/interior 
wall expansion system joint capable of accommodating large multi-
directional thermal and seismic displacements. 

QuakeWall boasts a lightweight aluminum modular design and is the only wall system 
available today with drop-in and bolt installation. 

QuakeWall’s ready-to-finish exterior comes with snap on reveal-covers, giving it a sleek 
appearance right out of the box. Its low height open rectangular bed design allows for easy 
installation of matching wall façade materials.

Where is Wabo®  
QuakeWall used? 
QuakeWall is used in any interior/exterior wall joints that require 
large movement capabilities, performing optimally in seismic events 
or extreme wind conditions. 
Some construction environments well suited to QuakeWall installation include health care, 
transportation, recreation, retail, commercial, education and parking garages. Provides 
safety and security for the most demanding requirements at architectural building facilities.

FEATURES BENEFITS

Spring Hold Down Constant force spring pulls panel tight to the exterior, even during seismic displacements. No need 
to reset after a seismic event.

Panel Lock Wall panels are locked from swinging open during everyday service. Positive connection steel rods 
prevent wall panels from being pried open during everyday service.

Slide/Rider Guide System This system guides the panel out of the blockout during seismic events and prevents scraping 
damage to the exterior wall cladding

Drop-In and Bolt Modular 
Installation

QuakeWall with its modular design is the only seismic wall system available today with a drop-in & 
bolt installation. Shipped as a single unit, to install simply drop the unit in the blockout and screw in.

Maintenance Latch The latch unlocks the panel, allowing for easy access to the joint gap after installation for inspection 
purposes.

Reveal Cover System An ease of installation and aesthetics treatment feature, snap-on reveal covers allow for drop and 
screw installation, creating a pleasing aesthetic finish.

Open pan with rigid frame 
support design

This design allows for ease of accommodating a variety of infill materials.
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